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Using Objective Measurementsof Plant and Soil

Characteristics to Forecast Weight of Grain per Head 'for Winter Wheat

ABSTRACT

Tec1miques to improve the models currently used to forecast weight of grain
per head for l'linter lvheat have been developed. Variables now used in the
present model are acceptable; however, a nm"vaTial)le, length of hearl, could
be used in place of the numberof fertile spikelets. The correlation of
length of head l'nth weight of grain per head in the two states studied is
almost as high, and the cost of ohtaining the measurementwould be nRlch
less than obtainirig a Calmt of fertile spikelets. Noneof the soil char-
acteristics measured Here significantly correlated with the weight of grain
produced per head. Regression coefficients as nmvcomputed for use in the
forecast model are biased dmv11\vard.'Dl.ebias arises from including within
fie1.d ~amp1ingerrors in the data used for the calculations.

INTRODUCTION
The predicted average weight of grain per head is the, major source of
forecast error in the wintnr lvheat forecast~mode1. In Kansas, for example,
the relative (to the mean) forecast errors for wejght of grain per head in
1969 were more than tlvice as large as for the forecast number of heads.

The original purpose of this study was to investif'/l.te the possible use of
other vegetative dw.racteristics in an early season wheat forecast model
to predict weight of grain. This led to the basic problem as to how the

• regression coefficients for the forecast mo.delsshould be computed.

SRS prepares monthly estimates of the expected yield of winter wheat, from
Maythrough October for 24 of the 48 conterminous states. These estimates
are released to the public about the tenth day of each month. The estiJJlc'ltes
are generally based upon surveys taken the last week of the preceeding month
a1though a few states also use data from soH moisture surveys. Several
states also use monthly precipitation in a nul tiple-regress:1.on forecast model.
The majority of the monthly surveys are non-probability samples and require
the respondent to make SOr.1C type of subjcctive evaluation of the prospective
wheat crop on his farm or in his locality. However, forecasts based on a
system of obJective observation on plants in a probability sample of wheat
fields have been used in the 17 major wheat states for several years.
Due to restricted computer capabilities at the time the wheat objective yield
models and computer prog:ramwere developed, the objecti vo yield forecas t
weight of grain per head for a particular sample is based on ma"Cimum'of tHO
observed variables in separate simple linear regression prediction equations.
Furthermore, each of the two variables is used with two separate sets of
coefficients. One·.•set of coefficients for a pa.rtic\ular variable is computed
from historic data from the particular state. The second set of coefficients
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is computed from historic data from several states in that region. The
computer progrrunhThichsunnnarizes the ohjocti vo data and prepares the four
incHvidual estimates also computes a ,.,reighteclforecast average weight of
grain per head. '1118 weights used here are inVer5(J.y proportional to the
forecast errors observed in previous years.

f.t

No attempt is made to predict the weight of grain per head tllltil the sample
is in at least category 3, IILate noot or Flower." Observed.values (X's)
used in the -prediction equations for categories 3, 4, 5 and 6 are state
office laboratory,determinations of

a) the average number of fertile spikelcts per head, category 3 only,

b) a COWltof 'grains per head, categories 4, 5 and 6 and

c) the average gross (unthreshed) head weight, categories 3 through 6.

-A more co~lete description of the wheat forecasting; model is in the Ohjective
Yield Supervising and Editing t·lanual, Section l5A, "WheatForecasting and
Estimating Models.II

DATACOLLECTION

1967
Data was collected from eight fields in each of two states, Oklahomaand
Montana. The fields in each state were purposely selected to represent

• a variety of concHtions and yields. Field _observations were to have started
before the field had reached maturity category 2, "Flag or Early BO"Ot,1I
but the fields in Oklahomawere already past this stage before the project
started.

Three sample units, each 5 rows wide and 30 feet long were located randomly
within each field. Several count sections, each with adjacent clip sections,
were staked out in each unit. Count section 1 was used for the first two
weeks of the study, then COWlt.section 2 for the next 2 weeks, then count
section 3, etc. until harvest. Rowsl, 3, and 5 in the scunplelmits were
used as buffer areas to reduce the effect of previous observations on the .
sample plants. Buffer areas were also left beuvecn the adj acent eount- Cllp
sections. Plants in the clip sections were clipped each week until harvest---a
different clip section each week - starting when the flag leaves first appeared.
These plants were clipped at the ground level and sent to the state office
for further observations. The emunerator also picked ten flag leaves from
outside the unit. These leaves were taped to cardboard and also sent to
the state office.

Soil samples '.,ere ....taken from eclch-field on a1terna~e weeks, starting with
the first week. The samples were taken to a depth of 4 feet.
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1968
Research in 1968 was conducted on a twenty percent subsample of the regular
objecti ve yield sample fields in r.lont.anaonly. i\ny of the subsample fields
selected which lVerenot to be harvested as winter wheat for grain were re-
placed by the next. lower ntmlberec1~'Sample. An observations were taken at
monthly intervals, at. t.he same time as t.he regular objective yield survey.

A single research lUlit ,vas located in each field hal:f\vaybetween the regular
objective yield smnple !)lots. The research unit was a single one-foot count
section and three'one-foot clip sections. The first ten plants in the count
section ,vere tagged for monthly f1ag leaf measurements. A different clip
section was used each month. Flag leaves from the first ten stalks in the
clip section were measured, clipped from the. plant, and mailed to the SSO
for laboratory determinations. A soil sample was also taken each month
next to the research lmit.

THE FORECAST MODEL
The l,inear regression model used :in predicting the weight of grain per
head .cyi) assumes that a particular Yi can ~bedescriljec1mathematically as

Yi = a + bXi + ei
The Xi is a statist ic observed on plants which are asso<:iatec1with the ith
sample, and a and 11 are parameters estimated from data obtained in previous
years. The statistic ei represents the difference between the predicted

• and actual values of Y. Tha.t is if:

Y. - Y.
1 1

\

I

:
[I

The e I s arc assumed to be randomvariables from a. single population with
mean zero and variance,

2 2oe (01: Oy.x)
'Thevariance maybe computeddirectly from the ei.Is if knoMl, or it maybe
estimated as

= Ey 2 (1 - l' ~
n -Y-

Where: Ey 2 is the sumsof squares of the Yi adjusted for the average' fina.l
head weight.

l' is the coefficient of correlation bet~veenthe

n is the numberof observations in the sample
2The ptecisipn of the estimate is inversely related to 0e .

X" and Y., and
1 1

Therefore, to
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2reduce 0e , one can increase n or increase r. Increasinp,n makes the
survey cost larger. Increasing I' can be done by finding new and hetter
variablos or by producing better estimates of the regression coefficients.

ANALYSIS
Plant Characteristics

Specific plant characteristics studied were:
I

(1) Flag l0af length and width,
(2) wheat head length,
(3) number of fertile spikelets per head,
,(4)number· of kernels per head.

Relationships of average plant characteristics were studied rather than
relationships of individual 111ants. That is, the length of the flag leaf
from "plantA in sample .one was not correlated with the weight of grain
produced by plant A '(measured at harvest). Instead, the correlation was
between the average flag :leaflenp:th from a plot ::mc1'the average production
of grain per head {-romthe same plot. Since a random selection of plots
was made, the associated errors are independent. Independent errors are
necessary for regression theory to apl1ly.
111edata collected in 1968 came from twenty fields. Eight of these fields
were the Cheyenne variety, eight fields were the Winata variety and four
fields were other varieties.
The data '~as analyzed so that if one variety had a different regression line
from another, the difference could be detected.
Unthreshecl head weight was used as the dependent variable. This variahle
can be adjusted by a factor of about 2/3 (depending on moisture) to estjmate
the threshed weight of grain.
(1) Length of Flag Leaf

One of the principal objectives of this study was to evaluate the possible
use of flag leaf.measurements for forecasting final head weip,ht. Research
in Canada had indicated that this plant eharacteristic might be correlated
with production of grain per head. In 1967, flag leaves were clipped and
immediately fastened to cardboard with transparent tape. The tape was
applied so that the leaf ,vas completely covered with tal1e. Moisture in
the leaves could not pass through the tape very readily but could be
absorbed by and pass through the cardboard. In an effort to detennine how
long it would··take the flag leaves to dry (and shrink) dmvn to a constant
area, the cards of flag leaves were dUl1licatec1as they were received at
the state offices and at weekly intervals thereafter. Duplicating machines
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used were a Xerox copier in Oklahoma and a Thermofax in Montana. The areas
of the original leaves and of the copies were determined by planimetering.
As planimetering progressed, we found that many of the copies had smal1£ I'
areas than did the original dried. out leaves. After an intensive invest-
igation, we fmmd that the duplicating machine made exact copies only if
the intensity control of the copier was at a particularly high setting.
Partially because of this factor and. also because of the amount of time,
Le., cost" required to planimeter the leaf area, other functions of leaf
size, e.g., leng~h and weight, were studied. rather than leaf area.
While both of these characteristics were found to be highly correlated with
flag leaf area, the correlation of length with area was much higher than
\'lasthat of l'leightwith area (.95 vs. 51). Since the leaf length can also
be obtained without destroying the plant, further studies were limited to
this one factor.
One objective in 1968 ''lasto find the relationship p~tween final head weight
and flag leaf length. To study the relationship, a test is needed to de-
tennine whether or not different varieties have a homogeneous relationship.
That is, the forecast parameters for varie;y I

.A )lYlj = a1 + blXij
miVlt need to be different from the parameters of variety II

(~2j = a2 + b2X2j), etc.
A sequential test was used which first tested the equality of the regression
coefficients or slopes (bl = b2 = b3). Y
If the slopes are equal, then the regression intercepts are tested to see
if they are equal (al = a2 = a3)' etc.
If the regressioh slopes and intercepts are equal, then the regression
coefficient' is tested to see i,fit is significantly different from zero.
That is, is the b enough different from zero so that the x-variable is
useful in forecasting the final head,weight.
Tllese tests are illustrated in Table 1.
The first test is to dctermhie if the regression slopes are equal or not.
The F-value of 1.058 is not significant; therefore, the slopes are asslmled

// /

/ "

1/ This sequential test/is explained in the report "A Study of Ne,'l Ohjective
Yield Procedures for Filberts," William H. Wigton, Research and Development
Branch, Standards and Research Division, Statistical Reporting Service,
March, 1970. u (

1,"/
J



Table l.--.Ananalysis of variance testing the suitability of regression coefficients, flag leaf length
versus unthreshed head weight for different variety groups, Montana, 1968.
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to he equal. 111e second test is to determine whether the intercepts are
significantly different from each other. TIle smaller F-value of .671 is
not enough to reject the hypotheses that

al : a2 ::: a3•

The next test was to determine if the regression coefficient was different
from zero. If not, then the length of flag leaf would' he·of no value in
obtaining the estimate. TIle F-va1ue is .185. The square of the correla.tion
coefficient of .01 is too small for the flag leaf length to improve forecasts
of final head weight. The data in this table then indicates that flag leaf
length is of no value in estimating weight of grain per head.
(2) I-leadLength

,
The length of the wheat head was also evaluated as a possible x-variable
in a regression estimator. While the data. for this report was collected
at harvest , it was asslUned that the wheat head reaches its final or
maxirm.mlhead length at some earlier maturity category. At what maturity
level, head length might be used to estimate the final head weight? The
same sequence of tests were used to find the relationship between head length
and head weight (Table 2).
The first test, starting at the bottom, (hI::: b2 :::b3) is not significant.
The slopes may be assumed to he equal. The second test which tests whether
or not the intercepts are equal (al :::a2 :::a3) has an F-value of 2.33. It
is significant at the eighty -percent level, but not at the ninety-five _ ,
percent level. The last test considered '<Jaswhether h :::O. The F-value
for this test was highly significant. We reject the hypothesis that b = O.
The results in Table 2, show (1) the b in the model Y :::a + l)Xi is the same
for all the vari0ties, hut (2) the a's may be different. Before this variahle
could be used, a.more complete study should be made to determine if there
are differences in the average· head length between the various varieties.
(3) Nwnher of fertile spikelcts per· head
The munber of fertile sp:tkelets is used in the present estimation model
for maturity category 3. 111.0 following analysis again is hased on data
collected at harvest. It could differ sliW1tly from data collected in
ma.turity category 3 hecause of counting errors pnd changes in plant
characteristics. In this'analysis it has been assumed that a.fertile spikelet.
in category 3 should h€<'fertile in category 6 and vice versa. Table 3 shows
the tests for the regression coefficients of the fitted least squares line
of the numher of "fertile spikelets versus head weight.
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Table 2.--An analysis of variance testinl! the suitability of regression co~ffic:ients, ay~rage le!lgth
of head versus lIDthreshedhead weight for di~erent variety groups, M<?ntan~,1968•.



Table 3.--An analysis of variance testing the suitability of regres~ion coefficients, fertile spikelets
per head versus unthreshed head weight by ~ariety groups, Montana, 1968.

Source Degrees StmlS MeaTl r2of of of F~test _ Hypotheses... square ~
variation freedom squares ;.

f

Between variety groups 2 .07704 .03852 .68 Ho: y. = y.
1 -J

Within varieties 17 .96257 .05662 Ha: y. = y.:;-1 )

Tota], 19 1.03960
I
~

.29046 6.98 1/ =y
lRegression 1 .29046 Ho: y..

1J .28
Error 1 18 .74914 ~04162 Ha: y.• :: a + bX;.j '"1J ,

Between intercept
~'llues 2 .04804 .02402 . 55 Ho: y.. =a~bX··

1] 1.J .'27
Error 2 16 .70110 .04382 Fa: y.• = a· + bX··"1.J 1 1J

~Bet\t\~enregression
coefficients 2 .05272 .02636 .57 Ho: Yij 3 ai + hX··2.J --.:•.JJ

Error .•. 14 .64839 .04631 Ha: y ..
~ + biXij.J =1.J

II Significant at 95 percent level

f________________________________ ~ . .-1
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111eresults in Table 3 indicate it is not necessary to use separate models
for varieties. ~e regression coefficient and intercept can be used for all
varieties. The 1'" of .23 moansthat the Sllm of squared deviations from tl1e
regression line is 28 percent sJP..allcrthan the sumof the sauared deviations
from the mean. rlJ?e problem is that a count of the munberof fertile spikelets
on a plant .is time constuning. A possible substitute might be length of }leacl.
The difference in the r2's of those two variables (fertile spikolets, 1'2 ==
.28, lenp;th of head, 1'2 = .22) was tested. However,neither variable is
sufficiently correlated with weight to be a very satisfactory variable in
the model. Since we assume that tho undcrlyinp; population correlations arc
not zero, the distributions of these values (r2's) are not normal. The
test uses Fisher' s ~-tr:msfonnation to change the non-norrrlf:llr-values to Z
values whid1 are di'stributed approximately nornnnally and \vith variance l/Cn-3).

1'1' = :L"Z8 == .529 1'2 = J.22 = .469

gl == .59 g2 == .51
nl == n2 == 20 observations. The variance of Zl ...varIance of t;2 - 1 -.059-. , -I,-
S.E. (1'1 - 1'2) = \1.059 + .059-= .344-

Z = .590 - .510 = .23
.344

The computedvalue of .23 is muchtoo 'small to ",arrant rejecting the .t2
hypothesis that the coefficient of correlation for fertile spikelets (/ 1)
is equal "to the cOGfficient of correlation for head lengtl1 (~2). Therefore,
the average length of wheat head could be used instead of the average munber
of fertile spikelets with a considerable reduction in cost, and no apparent
loss in precision.

(4) Numberof 1c~rnelsp~r head

The average numberof kernels per head is used in the present forecast
model for n1.'lturity categories 4, 5, and 6. A f.-test ,vas used to compare
the regression coefficients for. the different variety groups. (Tahle 4)

This set of test indicates that the same regression coefficient· and
iriterceT't can be used for all varieties "Withoutappreciable loss in
efficiency. The correlation of this variable with the gross head
weight is the highest of all the variables studied in this report.

"oJ_

(
,

/
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Table 4. --An analysis of variance testing the suitability of regression coefficients, average number
of kernels per head versus unthresh~ head weight by variety groups, Montana, 1968.

, "

Source
of

variation.•.

Degrees
of

.fr~dom

Sums
of

squares .

!'1ean
square

...
F-test Hypotheses'

...

2r

Ho: Yi = Yj

Ha: YirY.
J

Retiieen ~ariety groups
"'\ -

Within vari.eties .
----

~Tota1

Error 1

2

17
19

1

18

•07704

.96257
1.03960

.66745
• 37215

.03852

.05662

.05472

.66745

.02068

.68

32.28 1/ Ho:
Ha:

Y •• = Y1J
y". 2: a + bX ••1J 1J

. 64

,
I-i.....
•

Between intercept
values

Error 2

Bebleen regression
coefficients

Error 3 \

2

16.

2

14

"06900

.30316

.02002

.28314

.03450

.01895

.01001

.02022

1.82

.49

Ho:
Ha:

Ho:
Ha:

y .. = a + bX··
1] 1J .69

y._ = a- + bX··
1J 1. 1J

y .. = a· + bX"
1J 1. 1J .}1

'f1"J- = a· + biX, .
1. 1J

1/ Significant at 99 percent level.
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St,i1 Characteristics

The soil characteristics studi.ed showed virtually no relationship to final
head weight. None of the computed correlations Crable 5) were significantly
different front zero.,

.The r 's are quite low; the highest one, percent silt, reduces the total
variation by only 17 percent. A step,.,iseroul tip1e regression program
was used to select, the best variables out of a set of variables. When all
the plant characteristics m1d soil characteristics are placed together arid
analyzed using this program, none of the soil characteristics get selected
in the first three places. This is reasonable, since the individual cor··
relations are low and' any observed plant characteristic would surely in-
clude ~ome of the' effect of the soil characteristics.

Table 5.--Coefficient of correlation between various soil characteristics
and average final head weights, Oklahoma and Montana, 1967 $i.d 1968.

Soil Degrees Coefficient
of ofCharacteristics freedom correlation

'..
Percent of .silt 18 •41
Percent sand 18 •.30 \

pH 18 .15
Phosphate 18 .13
Organic matter 18 .08
Potash 18 .05
Percent moisture . 18 " .03/"Percent clay 18 .02

I •

"

Regression coefficients by the method of least squares
This repOrt has been based' on a regression estimator of the type
Yl" + e. == a .•.bXi. If this model is to provide good estimates, the following1 .

underlying assumptions are,required~ .
(1) The XIS and V's mu~bepaired value~ from a bivariate 110rma1 dis-

tribution, and e's be nonnal1y distributed with mean zero, and be
independent of the value of X and Y.

(2) The variance of Y must be the same

..? (
I •

\ ./

at every X, i.e. ,
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222a Y X. ~ 0 Y X. = 0 e.
1 J

(3) The X's must be measured without error.

The validity of these as~tions depends on the underlying distributions
of the populations and the procedures followed in collecting the data. It
seems reasonable to assume that the distribution of the -population values .
is a bivariate normal. Randomsamples of data are selected, so it follows
that the e's are normally distributed :and independent of the values of X.
As~umption two requires that the conditional variance of Y given X.
(0 Y Xi), and Y given Xz (02 Y Xi), etc. ~ to be equal. These conditional
variances could be computed and tested to see if they were equal. It seems
reasonable that they would be nearly equal.

The third assumption requires that the X's be measured without error
(sampling or experimental). Nothing is measured without some error, but
gross errors are of conceln. To evaluate the size of. the measurement erl'ors,
the field and laboratory procedures and equipment used to obtain the ob-
servation values that must be studied. The field procedures used in 1967
were different from those used in 1968. It.,is l\IOt'th digressing for a
momentto look at the two field procedures and their effects.

In 1967, destructive sampling was used. A sample plot was selected at random
and divided into units. The first month one·uni t was clipped and the sample
was taken to the state laboratory. Finally, at harvest, still another unit
was clipped and sent to the laboratory. The Y's (harvest values) were paired
with the X's (early season values) and a regression equation was developed.
This introduced both sampling errors (between unit variation) and experimental
error due to variations in measurements. Unless all plots are exactly alike
sampling errors will be introduced whenever the X and Y values are taken from
different plots, .this must occur when destructive sampling is used to obtain
the X values.

In 1968~ observations were taken on the same plants in one mi t throughout
the grOldng season. At harvest ,. the unit was clipped and sent to the state
laboratory. All X and Y values came from the same plants. No between plot
sampling errors were introduced since :the X values 'from one unit. were not
substituted for X values of another unit. The two sampling schemes are
illustrated in Figure 1.

Onemust consider what happens when sampling errors are introduced in the
data collection procedures. The regression coefficient (b) can be defined
as the covariance of X and Y divided by the variance of X.

/

~ =' Cov (XY)
// Var eX)

~
I

• (
)
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Figure 1. --Comparison of sampling procedures in 1967 and in 1968.

------------~_.~----------
1967 1968

Harvest Unit Clip Unit Harvest Unit

Y == Average head weight in harvest plot

X :: 'Average number of kernels per head in
harvest plot

X' = Average m.unberof l.cenlels per head in
clip plot

Y == Average head weight for
same plot

X = Average nt~ber of kernels
per head i.n same plot.

~X' - X = e where e is difference between average number of kernels per head
in the clip mlit and in the harvest mlit.

-------_._--------,--------_._~--
Figure 2•.--The true relationship (b) compared to a downwardbiased estimate (t) ~

.{l - - - -. - - - - - - - ;;.-=--,- - -- ,
Yl - - - - - ----=== ::: - - - - '-- .-..•-

__ ., •••~ ". - - - - - - - - •••._ - - - - - - "'" - - - I•••• '" ••••. _ • ,_.
"b _----.--------------_.~---~.~._--

'[2
". Yz

' .

1 2
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This is an unbiased estimate of b if the X's are measured without appreciable
error. WhenX is measured with error, the denominator becomes the Val' eX + e)
which equals the Val' (X) +- Val' (e) if X and e are independcmt. TIle expected
value of the covariance telm works out to the same whether X is measured with
or witbout error, provided the ei Is are. independent of X and Y. The estimate
of b (6)will always be biased downwardif the X's include any error due to
either sampling or measurement techniques.

"-The amountof bias in b then depends upon the relative sizes of Val' (X) and
of Val' (e).

"b == COy (XY) COY (XY) = bval' eX) +-varm- L.. vaF"""(X)

For years with below average observations an overestimate would occur with
the opposite occurring in above average conditions. This increases the
forecast error considerably and can influence the forecast weight of grain
per head materially.

In 1967, field data Nere collected so the Var (e) eQuid be estimated.
Table 6 shows the'estimates of the variances of X and of e, and the effects

,on the estinmtes of the regression coefficient.

The·data in Table 6 ShOll[that the bet"Weenunit variation (0';) are substantial
and seriously affect the estimates of b. The bl'S given in the table are
biased downwardconsiderably by the O'~ componentof va,riab1ility •. ,

RECCfvlMENDATIONS
The primary emphasis in future research should be in determ.:lningmethods
of estimating the between plot variances, Val' (e), for the different
variables used. in the wheat forecasting model, for the purpose of producing
relatively unbiased regression coefficients.

While the class of environmental factors (soil characteristi~;) studied here
were not particularly well correlated with the weight of grain per head, we
did not make any attempt to use a second class of envirornnen.tal factors,
weather data.· The attempted use of weather data in predicting yields is not
new, but there are more powerful tools of analysis now than ~rerl9 availa.ble to
earlier researchers. This may justify examining these factors..

Another area of possible research could be developing estimatl~s which are
composites not only of several indications from a single probability sample,
but also from consecutive monthly probability surveys ~ring the growing
season .. " \

,
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Table 6. --Comparisons of total variances in X (ox2) with wit.hin plot variances
(ae2), and biased estnnates of bCG!) with unbiased estimates of

Ab(fuZ)p Oklahoma, 1967.

Number of
fertile
spildets
per head

Ntnnber of
kernels

per head,
,8

,
Variable

Length
of

head

Weight of
unthreshed

head

, ..
..,

Item
Week

.•. _.M"..... ............. ".--- -- ..•.--··1 2 3 4. ·. ·-- ~ ,---
.117 .080 .101 .108
.029 .036 .023 .026
.227 .264 - " .116 .106
.302 .479 I .150 .'139

..• '-" ...•..••. -

.048 .053 .038 .068

.025 .046 .025 .046

.237 .189 .529 .249

.489 1.434 1.546 .770
'..4______

2.877 1.932 2.388 2.595
1.217 .800 .599 .684

.026 .068 .044 .053
~) ,

.046 .116 .058 .072

16.064 9.373 '/•774 11.897
4.454 6.183 5.418 4 •536

.018 .013 ~032 ,.019

.025 .124 \ .092 .030
...•.•...•..•.•. __ ...- ..•... .- .......•.....-..--.-
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